Measuring Tapes
Open Reel Long Tapes
Metrica 50m Steel Super Action Tape a Tape for Professional -Made in Italy
The Metrica Super Action Open Reel Steel Tape has an ergonomically shaped frame and a rubberized handle with anti-slip coating. It features an exclusive extraction system with blocked crank, is
superlight and will not tire your wrist during use and transport. The 50m long tape is nylon coated
to prevent wear and corrosion and has a foldable hook at the end. The tape comes with a sturdy
carry bag .

Tajima 100M Nylon coated Open Reel Steel Measuring Tape
Engineer super wide 100m tape features superior accuracy and zero stretch and is fitted with an
end hook for convenience. Comes with carry strap.

Yamayo Steel Open Reel Tape
This high quality, nylon coated open reel steel measuring tape is practically unbreakable. It is
tough, durable and rust resistant, even against seawater. Easy to clean in water and very accurate.
Made in Japan.
Available in 50m and 100m lengths

Komelon Fibreglass Open Reel Tape
The Komelon UniGrip Fix Fibreglass Tape Measures are made to withstand 10’000 cycles. The double-coated blade protects markings and graduations from chemical and mechanical abrasion. It is
waterproof and dirt resistant. The tape resists stretching even in extreme temperature. The white
and yellow colours on either side of the tape prevent twisting while in use.
Available in 30m, 50m and 100m lengths

Pocket Tapes
Sola BigT EC - Class I Tape 8m x 25mm
High quality pocket tape has a 25mm blade and takes measurements up to 8metres with Class I
accuracy. The non-slip case delivers a positive feel and the transparent end-hook means you are
seeing what you want to measure right from the start. Exact 2-piece tape brake for precise inner
measuring. Comes with removable belt clip.

GSR AL 8M Pocket Tape with Magnet
Very robust 8m measuring tape with magnetic end-hook, automatic blade return and blade lock.
Comes with removable belt clip.

Diameter Tapes
Yamayo Million Diameter 3M Fibreglass Tape with Hook
Front of tape: Graduated on both edges. Graduated and marked on vertical position. White and
red background in every 20cm interval. Back of tape: Graduated and marked on horizontal position. Red & white background in every 1m interval. Made in Japan

Yamayo Million Diameter 3 & 5M Tape with Hook
The Yamayo diameter tapes measure both distance and diameter making them the perfect tool
for forestry, tree felling and environmental research. They are also commonly used to measure the
diameter of rain water tanks and pipes. The tape features a retractable 12.5mm wide PVC coated
fiberglass tape that is durable and long lasting. Available in 10/3 metre and 20/5 metre lengths.

For Richter Dipping Tapes and Water Level Indicators please call or send us an email
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Water Level Indicators
Richter Depth Gauge with Electronic Indicator
The Richter electronic water level indicator provides accurate water level measurements in
wells or boreholes even under noisy conditions. When the probe touches the water level a
light beams on the winding device and the beeper sounds - only water can set off the light.
The rugged construction includes a number of innovative features to ensure the accuracy and
long life of the unit. The tape is available in 50m and 500m lengths.
A Quality German made Product

Yamayo “Million” PVC Coated Fibreglass Open Reel Water Level Measure
50m x 12.5mm
The portable 50m open reel water level indicator consists of an extreme tough and durable
fiberglass tape. Can be used without earthed line. Not to be used in saltwater

Yamayo “Million” PCV Coated Fibreglass Tape Rope Water Level Measure
100m
This sturdy and portable 100m PVC coated fiberglass tape combined with probe can be used in
any conductive liquid. When the probe touches water a light beams on the winding devices
and the buzzer sounds.
This instrument should not be used in petroleum or any flammable liquid.

For the Wine Industry
Stainless Floating Dip Weight with Tape
This inexpensive and easy to use stainless floating dip weight is the perfect solution to measure fluid level in tanks, barrels or containers. Originally designed for the food and beverage
industry it can be used in almost any liquid. Simply hook the stainless steel dish to the dipping
tape and lower it into the liquid. Use it to measure how full or empty the wine barrel, rainwater tank or water well is.

Comes with Richter 10m Stainless Dip
Tape and Hook

Richter Dipping Tapes available with Carbon Steel & Stainless Steel Blades
Weights are made from Brass or Steel

For more information or to see our full range of Dip Tapes go to www.geodetic.com.au

